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In this lesson, students analyze monthly temperature bar graphs for three places found in World Weather Handbook:
Anchorage, Alaska; Queenstown, New Zealand; and Saint Petersburg, Russia. They work with a partner to interpret a
graph that shows a year of average high temperatures for one of these locations and join with another pair to analyze
how the weather changes over the year for a different location. Students then look at graphs of each city’s temperature
data for six different years, spanning 1960–2010 and recognize that the changes in a location's temperature repeat in a
yearly pattern, and that pattern represents its climate. The lesson concludes with students working with the Weather
and Climate Science Practice Tool to finish an incomplete bar graph of three consecutive years of average high
temperatures. The purpose of this lesson is for students to discover that the changes in temperature that happen over
one year repeat year after year, and that prevailing pattern is part of a place’s climate.

PPrredictedicted Phenomenon:ed Phenomenon: The future weather on three islands
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: Average monthly high temperatures for several different years for several different places

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• For a particular place, the hottest and coldest months of the year happen around the same time each year.

• Meteorologists describe climate as the typical weather in a place over time.
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Students use the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool to finish
incomplete bar graphs that cover 3 years of a place’s temperature.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce 3e 3.2 P.2 Pattatterns Aerns Acrcroosss Ys Yeeararss.. Let students know that they will continue working with patterns and years of
temperature data, this time using the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool to predict when certain temperatures
are most likely to occur.

2. P2. Prroject Guidelineoject Guidelines fs for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Review each guideline with students. Add your own guidelines as needed.

33. P. Prroject 3oject 3.2 P.2 Pattatterns Aerns Acrcroosss Ys Yeeararss.. Go to the Student Apps Page. Show students how to select the unit and Box 3.
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44. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairss, dis, distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess, and ha, and havve se studenttudents begin ws begin working.orking. After a few minutes, provide a signal for
students to switch “drivers” so both partners in each pair get a chance to work with the app. Remind students to place
all the bars from the left-hand box first.

55. P. Pairairs cs completomplete be bar grar graphsaphs.. While students work, drag all the bars from the left-hand box on your device to the
appropriate month and year. Once students have completed their work in pairs, you will demonstrate placing bars from
the right-hand box with student input.

66. P. Prroject yoject your pour partially cartially completompleted ted tool.ool. Point out that you placed the bars from the left-hand box into their designated
locations, but will need student input to place the bars from the right-hand box. Begin by dragging the first bar, 24.

With student input, place the remaining bars, then discuss the graphs.

77. Dis. Discuscuss making prs making predictions about the futuredictions about the futuree.. Continue to project the completed tool.

• OOrient srient studenttudents ts to the so the scrcreen.een.

• Point out three consecutive years of incomplete bar graphs across the top and two boxes of bars on the
bottom.

• Review the location of the RESET, UNDO, and REDO buttons (top right).

• RReevieview onsw onscrcreen inseen instructionstructions..

• Model moModel moving bving barars out os out of the bottf the bottom leom leftft-hand bo-hand box firx firsstt..

• Show students that the bars reveal a month and year so they know where to place it.

• Drag it to the appropriate graph.

• Emphasize that this box should be empty before moving to the right-hand box.

• WWork with rightork with right-hand bo-hand box.x.

• Show students that all these bars reveal a question mark.

• Point out the empty spaces in the top three graphs.

• Students will need to think about the story told by each graph and predict where the bars (average high
temperatures) belong.

• Students can select and place bars from the right-hand box in any order.

• "Where should I place this bar?" [December 1981 or December 1982.]

• "How did you know where to place this bar?" [It is close to the temperature for December 1980.]

• "What were the warmest months in this location?" [June, July, and August.]

• "As we placed the unlabeled bars, we used a pattern to predict where they should go."
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88. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Remind students to turn off their devices.

99. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that they will think more about climate and temperature patterns, and work
with additional weather data in upcoming lessons.

Teacher Support
Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Tals: Todaodayy’’s Us Usse oe of thef the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
In this lesson, students return to the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool, which they first used in Lesson 2.3. To
allow students to apply their understanding about how yearly patterns of weather data can be used to make
predictions, students look at an incomplete bar graph representing three consecutive years of a fictional location’s
monthly average high temperatures. As students place bars on the graph, an observable pattern of temperature
changes over a year emerges, which they can use to predict where additional bars belong on the graph.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Pept: Pattatterns in theerns in the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
As in Chapter 2, the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool supports students in understanding weather via
patterns. So far in this chapter, students have identified patterns via graphs, noting how, for a given location, monthly
temperature changes repeat year after year in a pattern. This tool provides another way for students to access and
make sense of this pattern as they build the graph. Rather than analyzing a completed graph to look for a pattern, they
build a graph to again identify and then begin to apply the idea that changes in temperature repeat yearly in a given
location. Since this is a new idea, this tool is not meant strictly as an opportunity for students to apply their
understanding, but rather to grapple with these ideas as they try to make sense of building the graph with the tool.

Instructional Suggestion

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconceptepts: Making Cs: Making Connections Aonnections Acrcroosss Ss Scienccience Te Topicopicss
Students can use the focal crosscutting concept in this unit, Patterns, to make connections across science topics. Ask
students to think of another topic or content area (in this grade or in a previous grade) in which they used this
crosscutting concept. Pose the following questions: What kinds of patterns did we look for when we were studying
inheritance, traits, and variation in wolves? [Patterns in what traits parents and offspring had.] What kinds of patterns
are we looking for now? [Patterns in what kinds of weather places usually have.] How are those similar and different?
[For both of these, we made comparisons, and the patterns we found help us make predictions. For weather patterns
we have to think about time, which we didn’t for traits. For weather patterns, we are using more math.]

Looking at the pattern we discovered for these 3 years, would we be able to make predictions about the
temperature in the future? [Yes.]

What would you predict the temperature will be like in January, five years in the future? [Around 25ºF–29ºF.]

Recording patterns of weather, like we just did, helps scientists make predictions about what kind of weather
might happen next. Scientists also record patterns of weather across many different areas, too. That way they
can make predictions about the weather anywhere in the world.
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Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Pals: Prrojecting the Pojecting the Partially Cartially Completompleted Ted Toolool
In students’ initial experience with a digital tool in this unit (Lesson 2.3), we provided a projection of the partially
completed digital activity, and you used that to discuss students' placement of unmarked pattern and temperature
ovals. In this tool use and the next (Lesson 4.1), we ask you to complete part of the tool while students work, and then
place the unmarked pieces with student input. The projection in Lesson 2.3 was provided to allow you time to circulate
and complete an On-the-Fly Assessment while students were working. This Activity does not include an assessment.
Debriefing the digital tool in real time and moving the pieces in response to students' instructions is more engaging and
interactive—you might even consider having a student lead the debrief, calling on her classmates and using their
feedback to move the unmarked pieces on your device.

Possible Responses

WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
33.2 P.2 Pattatterns Aerns Acrcroosss Ys Yeeararss

PPrroficient roficient reesponssponsees will shos will show the fw the folloollowing:wing:

The first screenshot show a partially completed graph. All labeled bars from the left-hand box have been placed.
Students discern a pattern at this stage and move on to place the unlabeled bars from the right-hand box.

The second screenshot shows a completed graph.

• A completed bar graph indicates that temperatures get progressively hotter from January to July each year, and
then colder from July to December.

• Students’ responses may vary slightly, but the temperatures for a specified month in each year are relatively
similar.
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Students use the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool to finish
incomplete bar graphs that cover 3 years of a place’s temperature.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce 3e 3.2 P.2 Pattatterns Aerns Acrcroosss Ys Yeeararss.. Let students know that they will continue working with patterns and years of
temperature data, this time using the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool to predict when certain temperatures
are most likely to occur.

2. P2. Prroject Guidelineoject Guidelines fs for Uor Using Appsing Appss.. Review each guideline with students. Add your own guidelines as needed.

33. P. Prroject 3oject 3.2 P.2 Pattatterns Aerns Acrcroosss Ys Yeeararss.. Go to the Student Apps Page. Show students how to select the unit and Box 3.
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44. D. Deesignatsignate pe pairairss, dis, distributtribute digite digital deal devicviceess, and ha, and havve se studenttudents begin ws begin working.orking. After a few minutes, provide a signal for
students to switch “drivers” so both partners in each pair get a chance to work with the app. Remind students to place
all the bars from the left-hand box first.

55. P. Pairairs cs completomplete be bar grar graphsaphs.. While students work, drag all the bars from the left-hand box on your device to the
appropriate month and year. Once students have completed their work in pairs, you will demonstrate placing bars from
the right-hand box with student input.

66. P. Prroject yoject your pour partially cartially completompleted ted tool.ool. Point out that you placed the bars from the left-hand box into their designated
locations, but will need student input to place the bars from the right-hand box. Begin by dragging the first bar, 24.

With student input, place the remaining bars, then discuss the graphs.

77. Dis. Discuscuss making prs making predictions about the futuredictions about the futuree.. Continue to project the completed tool.

• OOrient srient studenttudents ts to the so the scrcreen.een.

• Point out three consecutive years of incomplete bar graphs across the top and two boxes of bars on the
bottom.

• Review the location of the RESET, UNDO, and REDO buttons (top right).

• RReevieview onsw onscrcreen inseen instructionstructions..

• Model moModel moving bving barars out os out of the bottf the bottom leom leftft-hand bo-hand box firx firsstt..

• Show students that the bars reveal a month and year so they know where to place it.

• Drag it to the appropriate graph.

• Emphasize that this box should be empty before moving to the right-hand box.

• WWork with rightork with right-hand bo-hand box.x.

• Show students that all these bars reveal a question mark.

• Point out the empty spaces in the top three graphs.

• Students will need to think about the story told by each graph and predict where the bars (average high
temperatures) belong.

• Students can select and place bars from the right-hand box in any order.

• "Where should I place this bar?" [December 1981 or December 1982.]

• "How did you know where to place this bar?" [It is close to the temperature for December 1980.]

• "What were the warmest months in this location?" [June, July, and August.]

• "As we placed the unlabeled bars, we used a pattern to predict where they should go."
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88. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess.. Remind students to turn off their devices.

99. C. Conclude the leonclude the lesssson.on. Let students know that they will think more about climate and temperature patterns, and work
with additional weather data in upcoming lessons.

Teacher Support
Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Tals: Todaodayy’’s Us Usse oe of thef the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
In this lesson, students return to the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool, which they first used in Lesson 2.3. To
allow students to apply their understanding about how yearly patterns of weather data can be used to make
predictions, students look at an incomplete bar graph representing three consecutive years of a fictional location’s
monthly average high temperatures. As students place bars on the graph, an observable pattern of temperature
changes over a year emerges, which they can use to predict where additional bars belong on the graph.

Background

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconcept: Pept: Pattatterns in theerns in the WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
As in Chapter 2, the Weather and Climate Science Practice Tool supports students in understanding weather via
patterns. So far in this chapter, students have identified patterns via graphs, noting how, for a given location, monthly
temperature changes repeat year after year in a pattern. This tool provides another way for students to access and
make sense of this pattern as they build the graph. Rather than analyzing a completed graph to look for a pattern, they
build a graph to again identify and then begin to apply the idea that changes in temperature repeat yearly in a given
location. Since this is a new idea, this tool is not meant strictly as an opportunity for students to apply their
understanding, but rather to grapple with these ideas as they try to make sense of building the graph with the tool.

Instructional Suggestion

CrCroosssscutting Ccutting Conconceptepts: Making Cs: Making Connections Aonnections Acrcroosss Ss Scienccience Te Topicopicss
Students can use the focal crosscutting concept in this unit, Patterns, to make connections across science topics. Ask
students to think of another topic or content area (in this grade or in a previous grade) in which they used this
crosscutting concept. Pose the following questions: What kinds of patterns did we look for when we were studying
inheritance, traits, and variation in wolves? [Patterns in what traits parents and offspring had.] What kinds of patterns

Al observar el patrón que descubrimos para estos 3 años, ¿podríamos hacer predicciones sobre la temperatura
en el futuro? [Sí].

¿Como predirían que será la temperatura en enero, cinco años hacia el futuro? [Alrededor de 25°F a 29°F].

Apuntar patrones de condiciones atmosféricas, tal como acabamos de hacerlo, ayuda a los científicos a hacer
predicciones sobre qué tipo de condiciones atmosféricas podrían suceder a continuación. Los científicos
también apuntan patrones de condiciones atmosféricas que abarcan muchas áreas diferentes. De esa manera
pueden hacer predicciones sobre las condiciones atmosféricas en cualquier lugar del mundo.
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are we looking for now? [Patterns in what kinds of weather places usually have.] How are those similar and different?
[For both of these, we made comparisons, and the patterns we found help us make predictions. For weather patterns
we have to think about time, which we didn’t for traits. For weather patterns, we are using more math.]

Rationale

PPedagedagogicogical Goal Goals: Pals: Prrojecting the Pojecting the Partially Cartially Completompleted Ted Toolool
In students’ initial experience with a digital tool in this unit (Lesson 2.3), we provided a projection of the partially
completed digital activity, and you used that to discuss students' placement of unmarked pattern and temperature
ovals. In this tool use and the next (Lesson 4.1), we ask you to complete part of the tool while students work, and then
place the unmarked pieces with student input. The projection in Lesson 2.3 was provided to allow you time to circulate
and complete an On-the-Fly Assessment while students were working. This Activity does not include an assessment.
Debriefing the digital tool in real time and moving the pieces in response to students' instructions is more engaging and
interactive—you might even consider having a student lead the debrief, calling on her classmates and using their
feedback to move the unmarked pieces on your device.

Possible Responses

WWeeather and Climatather and Climatee SScienccience Pe Prracticactice Te Toolool
33.2 P.2 Pattatterns Aerns Acrcroosss Ys Yeeararss

PPrroficient roficient reesponssponsees will shos will show the fw the folloollowing:wing:

The first screenshot show a partially completed graph. All labeled bars from the left-hand box have been placed.
Students discern a pattern at this stage and move on to place the unlabeled bars from the right-hand box.

The second screenshot shows a completed graph.

• A completed bar graph indicates that temperatures get progressively hotter from January to July each year, and
then colder from July to December.

• Students’ responses may vary slightly, but the temperatures for a specified month in each year are relatively
similar.
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